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Food security analysis starts with a basic understanding of the geography
of food security and vulnerability of a country, region or sub‐region:
where food insecure households are located, and which areas are most
prone to shocks that have implications on the food security of local
populations and/or populations dependent on or linked to these areas.
Similarly, market analysis starts with an understanding of the geography
of markets: how markets are spatially distributed and linked and how
commodities move through this broader market network. Instead of
thinking of a market as a discrete location, an analyst needs to consider
the greater market network. It is critical to know the geographic
distribution of key supply areas and significant corresponding deficit or
consumption areas.
Once the spatial distribution and links are determined, describing the
functions of individual markets (e.g., assembling or bulking commodities
or serving final household demand) and how markets within a system
relate to one another is the next step. Ultimately, a market analyst who is
interested in food security will need to understand how key population
groups (such as the poorest or those most vulnerable to food insecurity)
are geographically distributed and how they relate or interface with the
different markets within the market network.

In addition to geographic attributes, the market and food security analyst will need to interpret market performance (e.g.
food availability and prices) in terms of household food access, preferences and needs. This will require an analysis of
consumer prices: assessment of trends, variation over time and space, and anomalies.
FEWS NET has created two separate products to help food security analysts perform these first steps of basic market
analysis: (1) commodity production and market flow maps and (2) price bulletins.
The purpose of creating both of these products is to ensure that the analyst has available the primary information needed
to:
 Clarify and guide his/her thinking about markets and market networks;
 Account for significant linkages and thus potential direct and indirect effects over the wider geographic area that is
germane to analysis; and
 Disaggregate and focus outcomes over time and space as well as by population group.
Both separately and together, these products are powerful tools for understanding the important linkages within markets
networks and the relationship between market outcomes and food security.
FEWS NET Washington
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The goal of this guidance is to illustrate how food security and early warning analysis can be enhanced by incorporating
these two basic market tools into food security analysis and the design of field activities. This goal is accomplished by
describing how to:
 Identify important geographic linkages within the market system (within a country and across‐borders);
 Geographically disaggregate food security information based on knowledge of market networks;
 Strengthen regular (e.g., monthly) analysis of current and potential future food security conditions related to
markets;
 Specify the content and geographic coverage of field assessments related to markets and/or food security;
 Help establish how to structure the content of interviews with market participants in the field;
 Provide important into to the development and modification of monitoring systems and activities; and
 Provide specific, clear and actionable information to decision makers.
This guidance has been organized by product — first production and market flow maps, then price bulletins. For each
product, this guidance will look at (1) the general purpose for creating these products, (2) use in analysis, reporting, and
field work, (3) the process followed in the creation of the products, (4) the specific components, and (5) examples from
FEWS NET. The guidance then concludes with a short example of how to use both the production and market flow maps
and price bulletin together to understand a specific food security situation.

PRODUCTION AND MARKET FLOW MAPS
FEWS NET Production and Market Flow Maps are available online for viewing and use at
http://www.fews.net/Pages/marketflowmap.aspx?l=en.

Production and market flow maps describe the market networks in FEWS NET countries and regions of focus. Market
networks, in general, describe commodity flows and points of exchange from production to the final consumer. The
emphasis of market networks is on spatial and exchange relationships. In its simplest form, a market network refers to how
a market system is structured spatially, where a particular good originates and where it ends up. For an explanation of the
components and process undertaken to create the FEWS NET production and market flow maps, see Annex 1 of this
guidance.
With a completed map, a food security analyst can make more meaningful observations on market behavior and the
possible geographic extent of food security outcomes. The maps help the analyst trace the direct and indirect effects of
economic and policy events that travel through markets and the broader market network. For example, understanding how
one market supplies another market or a series of other markets can assist an analyst in making assumptions and
predictions about how the current conditions of that source market could affect food security conditions in the near future
in those markets procuring supplies from the source market (e.g., events taking place in Maradi market of Niger tend to
ripple through other markets in other parts of Niger).
The maps can also help localize populations with the greatest vulnerability to food insecurity due to particular shocks or
hazards, for example shortfalls in production. If a normally important surplus cereal producing area has poor performance
and significantly reduced production, the analyst could use the map to trace out the areas that are normally heavily
dependent upon this surplus area for food on the map; these would tend to be areas with one large incoming flow from the
surplus area in question. Quite likely, there will be some areas with alternative supplies, indicated on the maps by multiple
flow lines orientating from different areas, even from across the border. The maps thus help the analyst identify the areas
most likely to be more seriously affected by those production shortfalls, or whatever other shock or hazard is expected to
occur.
In general, comparing current flows with those on the maps can help uncover important anomalies in flows and market
behavior possibly suggesting further assessment or analysis to determine what are the causes and implications of these
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anomalies. In this way, the map can be used as a reference document, but not the only tool or piece of information used to
make predictions about food security. The typical food security information sources (e.g., field visits, vulnerability
assessments, secondary data from partners, anecdotal evidence, livelihood products, etc.) should be used alongside the
maps for more meaningful and complete analysis.
Production and market flow maps can help an analyst answer a number of questions that arise in regular food security
analysis and reporting, as well as in planning assessments and studies. Some of these questions include:
1‐ How are “surplus” areas performing this season and what are the potential impacts on food security?
2‐ How does cross‐border trade enhance or threaten food security? Are there regional conditions or events that are
affecting food security conditions within the country or sub‐region?
3‐ How are transport costs, fuel prices, and marketing margins more generally affecting the flows of goods?
4‐ How will current and proposed government policies affect the production and flow of commodities within the
country and thus threaten or enhance food security?
5‐ Are there any other obstructions to the normal flow of goods?
6‐ What commodities are important to which households?
7‐ What are current needs in the “deficit” areas? Is there competition for food resources?
8‐ Which markets are most important to cover during food security and market assessments?
9‐ Which areas and markets are most important to include in a monitoring plan?
10‐ Which markets are strongly linked or well‐integrated and what are the implications for price transmission?
11‐ Which markets may have a causal effect on other markets?
12‐ How do market networks interact within supply chains and marketing channels?
The next two sections will explore more specifically how to use these maps (1) in regular analysis and reporting and (2) in
planning assessments and studies. This is not a comprehensive list of ideas, but a good list to help an analyst start to use the
tools.
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Commodity Network Applications in Food Security Analysis and Reporting
With production and market flow maps, a food security analyst has a point of reference. A map of normal conditions allows
an analyst to classify current and expected future conditions as similar to those illustrated on his/her set of maps (meaning
normal) or dissimilar (meaning anomalous). Likewise, the different attributes of the maps (surplus and deficit areas, large
and small flows, types of market centers, etc.) help provide a spatial baseline for analysis.
This section provides a set of questions that would typically arise in normal market and food security analysis, then
describes how the production and market flow maps can be used (in conjunction with other information) to make
predictions about market behavior and the food security impacts. This is not a full set of questions, but simply a starting
point to illustrate how one can move towards more integrated analysis and reporting.
(1) How are “surplus” areas performing this season and what are the potential impacts on food security?
For many, food security and early warning analysis begins with an understanding of anticipated food production. National
food security is often measured by how much food a country produces relative to its needs, which is a gross and imprecise
measurement. Production and market flow maps can be used to go beyond basic national food production analysis to
identify market or supply linkages, and to focus regular analysis and reporting on these critical locations and linkages. While
crop production estimates are useful, without combining them with an understanding of market networks, it is difficult to
appreciate the implications of the estimates of agricultural performance; national performance may be one good indicator,
but it is the performance in key supply areas that is absolutely critical.
Going one step further, it is essential to consider the performance of the main supply areas for the poor and most
vulnerable populations even if these areas are not most important contributors to overall national production. Developing
an understanding of which areas in a country or a region produce surpluses and where these surpluses end up (which final
markets and final consumers) is a more informative starting point for analysis of food availability and food access. For
example, a food security analyst could monitor specifically how the agricultural season is progressing in surplus areas that
feed important populations centers or deficit areas where households are vulnerable to food insecurity and dependent on
markets for their food requirements – whether as a normal seasonal source or one that is relied upon as a coping strategy.
This will give the analyst an idea as to whether vulnerable households’ typical and alternative sources of food are at risk or
effected.
Typically, national level data or estimates of agricultural performance are available, but this information does not enable
the analyst to consider the extent and implications of the distribution. The production and market flow maps can provide
insights on distribution and where an analyst should focus the search for more refined production forecasts. Expectations of
agricultural performance can be formed using remote sensing products, rapid assessments, interviews with traders, or
contact with partners on the ground. For example, if the forecast is poor for an area that normally produces surpluses
destined for important consuming or deficit areas, the typical flows emanating from the traditional surplus areas will likely
be reduced, which could signal a pending food security problem in the traditionally deficit areas. An analyst would then
want to refine production estimates and focus on those key areas and continue monitoring for strategic food security
purposes. Doing so will enable a disaggregated, food security angle on the production and market analysis.
(2) How does cross‐border trade enhance or threaten food security? Are there regional conditions or events that are
affecting food security conditions within the country or sub‐region?
Cross‐border trade (both imports and exports) is a critical determinant of local market supply and food security for many
countries and should always be accounted for in production and market flow maps. An analyst can use the map to figure
out from which other countries or cross‐border points he or she should be soliciting information about current conditions
— production estimates, prices, size of flows, etc. Are there particular policies or events that might hinder the flow of cross‐
border trade? If a large flow were to stop or slow, which groups would be affected? Even without hard data about the exact
size of flows, qualitative information can help uncover trade anomalies that could have a negative food security outcome.
Regional maps and neighboring country‐level maps can help provide a framework for additional analysis.
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Understanding where flows originate and through which cross‐border points they connect is very helpful when setting up a
cross‐border trade monitoring system, such as the one in southern Africa. A food security analyst with access to monitoring
data from cross‐border areas can utilize them to assess whether current flows are “normal,” and how changes in flows
(magnitude to or direction) may affect local markets and populations.
Even without an established monitoring system, an analyst should be able to surmise some general potential food security
outcomes stemming from changes in cross‐border trade flows or volumes. Information on agricultural production within
the country and across borders provides a first step in assessing supply and demand conditions. Similarly, changes in, or
establishment of, new market and trade policies in a specific country or other countries that are important to the food
trade network influence commodity flows and hence provide insights on local supplies. For this reason, it is important to
monitor or periodically assess key policies. Establishing regular contact with other countries is important. When receiving
new information on production, policy and other variables relevant to commodity flows, an analyst can use the production
and market flow maps to focus the geographic location of impacts related to changes in cross‐border flows to arrive at
some conclusions regarding food security outcomes.
Example: Southern Africa regional trade
Given the importance of regional trade to local market
supply throughout southern Africa, an analyst should
always consider cross‐border flows as a likely source of
supply when predicting food security in the future. A
variety of conditions help determine the potential
direction and size of food trade flows, both informal and
formal. Analysts should therefore be seeking out
information relevant to these conditions from regional
partners as a means of capturing all relevant data.
An analyst should coordinate information‐sharing of
production data, especially in the cross‐border areas
with significant surpluses. Another important piece of
information is the prices of staple foods at cross‐border
markets. For southern Africa, this is particularly relevant
given the porous nature of borders, the ease with which
food moves between countries and the importance of
regional trade to local food supply and, therefore, food
security.
An analyst should be continuously seeking out information relevant to these flows. Here is an example of a piece of
information that could help reveal further information needs and potential food security implications. The following
statement comes from a recent report on regional trends in southern Africa:
“Average nominal maize prices (in US$ equivalent) continued to rise in December and January at most of the
border points, especially in Malawi. However, Zambia showed some decreases in the maize prices over this period.
Zimbabwe, Malawi and parts of Mozambique recorded relatively high maize prices compared to Tanzania, and
Zambia.”
Given these trends, an analyst should be able to consider possible cross‐border trade implications to the flow of maize
through the region. A good place to start is with the regional production and market flow map. This map shows that
southern Malawi receives significant amounts of maize from Mozambique. If prices are high at border points in Malawi or
Mozambique does this mean there is or will be a shortage of maize in this region? Is there something preventing maize
from flowing easily across the border, driving up the prices?
Knowing that maize prices are falling in Zambia might imply good harvests in the surplus areas. The next step would be to
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look at the production and market flow map for Zambia and compare it to the satellite imagery for production estimates. If
doing so confirms that production is likely to be high, the parts of Zimbabwe and Mozambique that derive supply from this
source area could see the relief of prices going forward. Further investigation into the integration of particular markets and
their connections to livelihood zones would be necessary.
Using a regional map and investigating cross‐border trade flows can help conceptualize certain pieces of information (e.g.,
where prices are high) and understand how they might relate to the availability and access of food in connected markets.
Again, the map is a starting point, as this example illustrates, for pointing to additional evidence and information necessary
to make thoughtful and disaggregated predictions about food security and early warning.
Source: Informal Cross‐border Food Trade in Southern Africa Bulletin, December 2008 – January 2009 edition
(3) What about transport costs, fuel prices, and marketing margins more generally? How will these affect the flows of
goods?
Another important component to the movement of commodities and cereals is the cost of doing so. For example, when fuel
prices go up, it makes transporting goods between locations more expensive and food prices higher for consumers as a
result. High transport costs can hinder trade and flows in a substantial way. There are many costs associated with transport
that should be considered, including tolls, informal fees, off‐loading, etc. An analyst should be aware of the types and
specific costs of transporting commodities from one location to another and the resulting marketing margins1 involved. If
one or more components of the margin significantly increase, an analyst can use the production and market flow maps to
assess the possible effect on the flow of a commodity. Although the maps are static, they illustrate which markets are
linked and the distances between them. This can give an indication of costs.
For example, if fuel prices rise to such an extent that transporting from a main assembly market through remote
mountainous terrain becomes prohibitively expensive, how will this affect the local market supply and food security of
people in the destination area? Are there still incentives to move commodities to this location? Do other closer sources
become more competitive? Using the production and market flow maps, an analyst can easily see how markets are
connected and what the source markets are for different commodities for consumer group of interest. Using updated
information on the cost of transport between locations, an analyst can make assumptions about how changes in different
transport and marketing costs might change incentives to move commodities between locations, and then the specific
locations and populations that may encounter food deficits as a result.
For more in depth information on how to calculate and analyze these costs, see “FEWS NET Market Guidance 1:
Import/Export Parity Price Analysis.”
(4) How will current and proposed government policies affect the production and flow of commodities within the
country and thus threaten or enhance food security?
In addition to the costs of transporting or marketing commodities imposed by the private sector, the government also plays
a crucial role in influencing the production and flows of commodities through a variety of policy mechanisms. Based on
estimates for the year, governments may respond with a selection of policy devices. If agricultural performance is likely to
be poor, the government may attempt to alleviate potential food insecurity using a trade (in this case export) ban or place a
ceiling on retail prices. While governments are attempting to anticipate and mitigate harmful effects on the local
population, their responses can have undesirable consequences on other populations or on neighboring countries. A food
security and early warning analyst should always consider the effects of policy on markets as it relates to food security. For
each policy, an analyst should consider effects on both production and flows by geographic area and place emphasis on
flows to areas of food deficits and significant poverty. A policy will likely have significantly different effects across

1

Marketing margin is typically defined as the difference between the price paid by consumers and that obtained by producers. It is also
called the farm‐retail price spread. Margins can be calculated all along the market chain and each margin reflects the value added at that
level of the market chain.
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geographic areas and population groups, meaning disaggregation of analysis and reporting is necessary for well‐informed
decision support.
The primary utility of the maps is the contribution to clarifying which networks will be disrupted or enhanced as a result of a
particular policy. If there is an area that looks as though its primary source of regular supplies will be obstructed or cut off,
the analyst can use the maps to determine whether there are alternative sources of supplies of a commodity or set of
substitute commodities to fill the gap. In addition, alternative supply routes, at potentially higher costs, could be used. The
maps can help illustrate the possibilities for mitigating the original shortfall in regular flows. Additional questions include:
which vulnerable populations (both geographically and economically) rely on supplies and markets that will be affected?
Which populations do not have access to alternative sources of supply or substitute commodities?
Government policy comes in a variety of forms and is often very country specific. Some examples of these policies are:
 Import or export bans: If formal imports are cut off from a particular region, which geographic regions and
populations will be made vulnerable either due to a reduction in supply or an elevation in prices? Are any informal
flows expected to mitigate this loss? Regional maps are often the most helpful in determining the impact of this
type of policy. Referencing country‐level maps of neighboring countries may also provide more detail.
 Price ceilings, floors, or fixed prices at any level of the market: If a price is set or controlled at a particular level of
the market (e.g., the farmgate), how does this affect the incentive (or disincentive) for traders to bring their stocks
to a particular market? Will this policy change the direction or size of flows? Given an understanding of how a price
policy will affect trade, an analyst can more clearly distinguish the vulnerable geographic areas and population
groups most affected by consulting their production and market flow maps.
 Government purchasing programs, either from domestic producers or other countries: If a government
purchases stock from one place and moves it to another to sell to food insecure populations (e.g., government
programs in Malawi), how will this affect the normal flows of goods? Will this improve food availability and access
in places that normally are not otherwise accessible and well‐integrated into the broader market network? Will
government programs adversely affect the normal flow of goods, or distort prices or normal trader behavior? If a
government is purchasing stock from another country and selling locally, how will this affect production areas and
producers both locally and in other neighboring countries?
 Government and international food distribution programs: If a government, non‐profit organization (NGO) or
international agency distributes food in a traditionally deficit area, will this complement normal flows of goods to
this area or will it compete with them and create a disincentive for private traders? Will the program divert normal
flows from one deficit area to another? Could this have a “knock‐on effect”2 in terms of a disincentive to produce
and market in the following season?
 Input subsidy programs (for example, fertilizer distribution): Will increased availability or access to inputs
promote a supply response through increased efficiency or expansion of area planted and result in greater
surpluses? Will this reduce the number of people in food deficit? Will the size of flows be greater once production
expands? How will vulnerable population groups be affected? Will their markets be better supplied or will the
additional surplus move more toward other wealthier urban centers or markets across the border?
Example: The Effect on Kenya of Tanzania’s Export Ban
In early 2008, the long rains in Kenya performed poorly in the drought‐prone areas of the country. Given that maize is the
overwhelming staple across all livelihood zones in Kenya, shortfalls in production are often synonymous with elevated food
insecurity in many areas. After assessments, the Ministry of Agriculture predicted a 60 percent crop loss in the central
highlands and marginal agricultural areas. Compounding the estimated production shortfalls was the fact that stocks from
last year were already below normal levels.
About 200,000 MT is normally imported to Kenya through cross‐border trade with Tanzania, accounting for approximately
44 percent of maize imports. This year, the harvest in northern Tanzania was also expected to be poor, so the Tanzanian
government instituted an export ban on cereals to protect its domestic food supply.
2

A “knock‐on effect” is also referred to as a “domino effect,” meaning secondary consequences or outcomes of an initial event or
situation. These are generally unintended effects.
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With this information, a food security analyst can pair his/her analysis with a production and market flow map to determine
the areas of Kenya that would likely be the first hit by the Tanzanian export ban. Looking at the flows of maize from
Tanzania into Kenya, the analyst discovers that the southern deficit areas of Kenya rely on imports from Tanzania in normal
years. The export ban would likely halt or slow this formal maize flows to this area in the future, potentially reducing supply
and increasing consumer prices. Maize that continued to move across the border despite the ban would likely be more
expensive because traders and transporters would want to cover the risk of getting caught by the authorities.
With the information contained in the production and market flow maps, the analyst would be able to focus his/her
attention on those areas in southern Kenya. By conducting assessments and using other available information from
partners, the analyst is able to determine that about 1.38 million people in rural areas are highly food insecure and will not
be able to meet their minimum food requirements in the coming six months unless urgent external support is provided
through March 2009. The analyst is able to arrive at these figures by determining both the areas likely to be first affected by
lowered food inflows from Tanzania. But, the analyst should also consider potential alternative sources of supplies: are
there other flows to these areas that might be intensified lessening the impact of the border closing. Are there areas that
are heavily dependent on Tanzania flows and alternatives are likely to be too costly or simply inaccessible?
Going through the process of analyzing direct impacts and then market and household responses, the analysts arrives at
which are the worst affected areas. In this case, it is expected to be the pastoral livelihood zones of Turkana, Mandera,
Samburu, Baringo, Marsabit, Wajir, Moyale, and Garissa, all of which have few alternate markets for the maize. There are
also significant areas in the agropastoral and the marginal agricultural livelihood zones in Kitui, Mwingi, Makueni, Mbeere,
Malindi, Kilifi, Kwale and Tana River which will be negatively affected by higher consumer prices, despite the less than
sufficient market response.

Source: Some parts illustrative and some parts FEWS NET reporting
(5) Are there any other obstructions to the normal flow of goods?
There are a large number of obstacles and obstructions other than government policies that could limit, divert, or prevent
flows of a commodity that contribute to the food security of a particular population or geographic area. For example, civil
insecurity or violence could prevent or increase the costs of transporting goods. Problems with infrastructure (e.g., roads or
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bridges) can make trade difficult or divert normal flows, forming different distribution patterns. Livestock, too, can migrate
to distant markets as part of abnormal circumstances (e.g., conflict and cattle rustling in Kenya have changed the flow of
livestock and source markets).
The production and market flow maps are static and can be used as a reference. The maps help focus an analyst on
particular areas: which areas are likely to be affected by an event or shock and which areas are inclined to illicit a response
to the event. The maps can also be used to compare to the current situation in order to uncover anomalies. The maps can
help the analyst answer questions related to shocks relevant to trade flows and the geographic areas most likely affected. Is
abnormal flooding in a particular area going to affect the food supply of a particular market? How might civil insecurity
divert flows? How will food flow out of a country if a port is temporarily shut down? Once the analyst determines what
these events might be, he or she can always go back to his/her map to understand the geographic significance and what
populations will be affected.
Understanding the expected duration of an event can also help with seasonal planning. If it is possible to determine the
timeframe and duration of an expected event, stress or shock (which is understandably difficult in some situations), it is
also possible to make better projections about the length of time that flows may be affected. If it is short term, flows may
simply stop then restart. If it is expected to be a longer term event, flows may change all together. Interviewing traders and
transporters is normally a good way to give context to, and make projections concerning, the change in existing flows and
potential new ones.
Example: Floods in Burkina Faso
In July‐August 2007, Burkina Faso experienced major
flash‐flooding in some areas of the North‐Central,
Central‐Eastern, Hauts Bassins, Cascades, Sahelian,
and Northern Regions, which caused flooding and
significant damage and loss of human life.
Not only did the crop in the flooded areas fail, but
roads were impassable in some areas, affecting the
normal flow of cereals from the surplus southern
districts to the north where food was needed. A food
security analyst received notice that the roads
between Tougan and Ouahigouya were causing
significant problems moving stocks to the north for
trading.
The analyst was able to use his/her production and
market flow map to determine the significance of this
news. The analyst found that major flows of sorghum
generally move from the surplus areas of the
northwestern part of the country to the deficit areas in the north through both Tougan and Ouahigou. Traders would need
to find a way to move cereals through Ouagadougou instead, but the transportation costs were too high to make this a
viable option, at least in the short run.
Through further investigation, it was determined that more than 18,000 people would be affected in some way by the
floods, both directly and indirectly as a result of difficult or impossible movement of goods. Without looking at the linkages
of markets between the flooded areas and the areas that rely on those areas as a transportation corridor, the analyst would
have only focused on those local populations directly affected by the flooding. Understanding the linkages between places
through trade flows enables the analyst to arrive at a more accurate number of affected households.
Source: Burkina Faso Monthly Food Security Update, August 2007, FEWS NET
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(6) What are current needs in the “deficit” areas? Is there competition for food resources?
With a good geographic sense of surplus production and distribution (both spatially and in terms of volumes), an analyst
should be able to compare current performance, typical flows and basic food requirements to infer what the unmet
demand for food (or particular cereals) from the deficit areas (both major and minor) will be. While it is critical to consider
the performance of production, especially in surplus areas, it is also important to account for other typical sources of
supplies such as those originating in other parts of the country or across the border. This type of information is very useful
in establishing a market monitoring system or in selecting which markets within a monitoring system are more important to
follow. This would likely include large important assembly and wholesale markets. But, it would also tend to include
markets critical to particular areas of greater vulnerability to food insecurity, whether those markets are large or well‐
integrated into the system or not. On the other hand, if such markets are principally sourced from outside of a specific
vulnerable area, the markets that source them are also very important to monitor, perhaps easier and more important to
monitor than those within the vulnerable area in question.
Production and market flow maps help address some typical questions important to decision makers and the response
community with regard to deficit or vulnerable areas. Is there something that the government can do to encourage market
response in areas identified to be in deficit and where populations are likely to be unable to access ample food through
own farming or local production? Are these areas that may need food aid to meet basic requirements? How much will they
need this year? Is the area acquiring food from other areas of the country or the region the same as usual? Has the demand
in these areas increased or decreased? These are often questions that should be used in interviews with producers and
traders in deficit areas. Given their understanding of normal and current conditions, they often have the most relevant
information.
Another important consideration is the relationship between deficit areas. Which deficit areas are competing for food
resources and how do changes in needs of these deficit areas affect the supply destined for the other? Competing deficit
areas should be displayed on the maps through the arrows, originating at one point then splitting into two along the way.
Once an analyst determines what the competing areas are by referring to the production and market flow maps, he or she
can collect relevant information on the current needs of those two deficit areas and try to predict how supply will be
distributed between them. How will these competing demands affect the flows of commodities? Which populations will be
well‐serviced and which will require additional humanitarian response? Field assessments are often the best way to
understand demand in deficit areas. Comparing needs in competing deficit areas to production estimates in places of
surplus is a good place to start. Understanding how demand and food needs in these areas are changing over time can help
uncover where traders are likely to move supply.
Example: How Production Changes Can Translate into Potentially Food Insecure Areas
Northern Nigeria is the breadbasket for much of southern Nigeria and Niger. Most of what is produced here is either traded at
one of the large markets in northern Nigeria, such as Dawanau market, or transported to be sold and consumed in the
traditionally deficit areas of both countries (southern Nigeria and most of Niger). Millet is also the staple for the poor in both of
these countries, making it critically important to the food security of many poor and vulnerable households.
Suppose that production in the area around Malduguri, Nigeria (a surplus area in the Northeast) is not expected to be as
favorable as in previous years. The surrounding area will certainly be able to feed itself, but there is concern about other parts
of the country that rely on supplies from this area. Government partners and international organizations want to know the
food security implications of this shortfall in production.
Production and market flow maps are particularly useful in this situation. When looking at the Nigeria map (on the right), it is
possible to see that a major flow of millet from Malduguri normally moves to the southeastern part of Nigeria around Aba. In
addition, the Niger map (on the left) indicates a cross‐border flow from this part of Nigeria to the southeastern part of Niger,
directly into Diffa then Nguigmi. Because of the linkages, these areas are now areas of potential concern.
Further investigation shows that Diffa, Niger is also sourced by the Zinder market. Production estimates for Zinder appear
favorable, meaning that flow should continue as normal. No other known information would lead us to believe that conditions
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might turn a negative direction.
Given that no other flows of millet come into Aba and the surrounding area, it still remains an area of concern. A food security
analyst might want to start contacting partners regarding possible food security outcomes and to estimate the impact on the
households in this area.

(7) What commodities are important to which households?
FEWS NET representatives created maps for the most important staples (grains, tubers, roots) for populations they cover. In
some countries, there is dependence on essentially one commodity (e.g., Afghanistan and wheat) which means only one
commodity was mapped. In other countries where the consumption patterns are more diverse, there were many maps
constructed. In some countries, households may have a clear preferred food but substitute or complement this traditional
staple with a range of other foods.
One way to think about the importance of a particular commodity to a household is to use the production and market flow
maps alongside the livelihood zone maps and products. What cereals are preferred by which zones? How do these cereals
reach these households? Are there any obstacles or barriers to bringing food to these people? Do these populations have
alternative or multiple sources of supply? Answering this series of questions requires knowledge of both livelihoods and
markets and how the two types of information should be used together to understand a situation.
Another angle to consider is production for income. Which areas of the country rely exclusively on the production of
particular commodities as a livelihood? What are these commodities? Where are they sold? How will shortfalls in
production affect the farmers of these commodities? Livelihoods products also help describe which households rely on
which commodities, then production and market flow maps will show linkages and connections between places.

Using Market Network Maps for Planning Assessments and Studies
In addition to use in routine analysis and reporting, production and market flow maps are very useful when planning food
security or vulnerability assessments and in‐depth market studies. Planning assessments or studies to expand the
knowledge base or provide more evidence to an emerging situation is critical to the work of a food security analyst. Here
are a few suggestions on how to use the maps to focus field work and activities.
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(1) Use in planning assessments
In many countries, food security or vulnerability assessments are conducted following the harvest in areas that are
considered to be potentially food insecure now or later in the season. In some instances, the assessments are national and
in others they are limited to areas of concern. While it is important to conduct the assessment in these vulnerable areas
(especially to collect household level information), assessments should also focus on markets, traders and other key
informants in these vulnerable areas and also key markets that supply the vulnerable areas. An assessment should include
markets that serve as a source of food supply for the more vulnerable populations. In many instances, the areas of supply
are located outside of the areas of concern. For example, if the primary source of supply for a district is the provincial
capital in a neighboring province, the food security analyst will likely want to visit markets and traders in the neighboring
province’s capital. Traders in this center will have a better idea of the performance of their supply sources, the costs of
marketing this season and whether they will have trouble supplying the vulnerable areas in question. This is valuable
information for a food security or vulnerability assessment of the associated vulnerable areas. The production and market
flow maps help the analyst identify those linkages and plan which markets he or she should visit during the assessment.
The production and market flow maps also identify important cross‐border flows, which should act as signals to the analyst
that his/her analysis needs to include a review of current demand and supply conditions and related policies in neighboring
countries. The analyst needs to answer the question: how do events within the region affect markets and food security
within the country?
Example: Planning as assessment to understand abnormally high prices
Later in the marketing season, moving into the hunger period, a local NGO reports very high food prices in the local market.
You are surprised because production in that area was good this year and normally when production is good, prices are
reasonable in that area. A quick look at the commodity production and flow map reveals that there are several neighboring
areas that are typically supplied by the area experiencing the elevated prices. Noting that one of those areas has a new
industrial poultry development project that is dependent on these same markets for feed, the source of the price pressure
is revealed – these new sources of demand confronting stable (fixed) sources of supply could be exerting upward pressure
on prices in those markets. A quick field assessment would validate this explanation and suggest that the standard food
security framework for this area needs updating.

(2) Use in designing monitoring plans
Production and market flow maps can be used in designing and adapting monitoring systems similar to designing
assessments and targeting field trips. The maps illustrate which markets are important to the food access of specific
populations: pastoralists, traditionally food insecure groups, etc. They also highlight which markets are critical to
commodity networks and trade of each basic commodity; there may be different principal markets for different
commodities or they could be the same. While one commodity may be the preferred food commodity for most of the
country, there may be smaller, more sub‐national market networks that support distinct population groups which need to
be accounted for in the monitoring plan.
In countries where the surplus production and flows of commodities differ between seasons (e.g., bimodal areas), the
analyst will need to consider varying his or her assessment plan from one season to the next, covering the markets most
important to the specific season in question. If key sources of supply shift, but the market chain still passes through the
same major assembly or wholesale markets, the analyst may want to focus his/her attention on those major markets. If this
is the strategy, the analyst will need to gain a good understanding of who in the market operates between the major
markets and vulnerable areas over the entire year, and account for the seasonal variation, in order to be able to adequately
monitor and assess market behavior for food security and early warning analysis and reporting. The production and market
flow maps quickly expose the important variation across seasons and help the analyst plan accordingly.
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(3) Use in understanding market integration and price transmission
Market integration refers to the ease with which prices are transmitted from one market to another and is usually
measured by the degree of correlation between prices in different markets. Generally, a high correlation implies more
integration. Integration implies a relationship, but not necessarily causality. Knowing whether markets are integrated is
helpful in identifying the potential indirect effects an event in one market may have on other markets. This can assist in
determining the geographic scope of impact. While these maps do not show the degree of integration per se, they are a
critical tool in helping identify pairs of markets that are linked and suggest which pairs would be appropriate to study more
closely through market integration analysis. Which two markets are connected by flows, especially over a series of
commodities? What is the spatial relationship between these places?
One of the most common types of market integration on which food security analysts focus is price transmission. Price
transmission refers to the degree of ease with which price information is relayed and communicated among different
markets and market participants over geographic space and time. Generally, an analyst is attempting to determine the
relationship between prices in two separate markets in order to understand how some shock in the future in one market
will affect or transmit to another.
For example, if the harvest is above average in a maize surplus area, then the maize price in that area will usually fall. The
low price will cause an increased flow of maize from the surplus region to the capital city, as traders try to profit from the
price difference, thus lowering the price in the city as well. But the effect of the surplus zone price on the city price may be
small if there is a long distance between them or if the roads are poor. The effect may be weak if the city gets most of its
maize from another region. Or the effect may be limited if there are barriers to free movement (such as an international
border) between the surplus zone and the city. Price transmission analysis uses price data to measure various aspects of
the relationship between the prices in the two markets. Again, the production and market flow maps will not point
specifically to the level of price integration, but does help an analyst identify the markets that should be used in analysis.
(4) Use in supply chain and marketing channel analysis
Many food security analysts are interested in supply chain and marketing channel (value chain) analysis, which describes
the points in the market system where production, transformation, distribution, and consumption of a commodity take
place. Like market networks, marketing chains are usually drawn for one commodity at a time but, unlike market network
maps, are typically vertical illustrations of process, not spatial distribution.
While not necessarily the same, an analyst can use the production and market flow maps when thinking about the supply
and marketing chain of a particular commodity. The map can help point to the location of production, where it is
transported to, which wholesale and assembly markets it passes through, and where it is finally sold at a retail level. There
are many other components to most supply chains (e.g., processing, milling, packaging, etc.), but the maps can help an
analyst start to think about the chain and how it relates to the spatial environment of a country.
(5) Use the map as a tool, not just a computer image
Printing the production and flow maps in color on large size paper, then laminating provides analysts and their network
partners with large maps to draw on and plan tasks as the season progresses. Production and flow estimates could be
written on the maps to ease note taking and monitoring. Border closings could be noted and areas where food security
problems may develop could be highlighted. In this way, the maps can be an instrument for tracking, integrating
information and planning, and monitoring for food security analysis. In addition, spatial illustrations are useful to decision
makers. The maps can be carried to presentations, drawn on during the presentations, and added to power point
presentations.
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PRICE BULLETINS
FEWS NET Price Bulletins can be found online at http://www.fews.net/Pages/archive.aspx?pid=650&l=en.

The goal of creating the price bulletins — a set of about 18‐20 price graphs for each country and region displaying price
behavior for the most important markets and commodities — is to provide food security analysts and information users
with a tool for monitoring price trends and a starting point to ask questions about anomalous behavior and its potential
causes and effects in particular areas of concern. For an explanation of the components and process undertaken to create
the FEWS NET price bulletins, see Annex 2 of this guidance.
Normal seasonal price movements (meaning without government intervention and within a fairly competitive environment)
tend to be somewhat similar across countries and follow a predictable pattern. At harvest time, prices fall to a seasonal low
because supply is high and demand is less as households rely on own production and purchase less. As the season
progresses, prices tend to rise as supply decreases and demand increases. At some point over the year, prices will hit a
peak, normally when production prospects become clear and/or the green harvest starts, then prices tend to fall again.
Anomalies are defined as deviations from the norm or average. When prices start to diverge from the normal pattern, an
analyst can assume that there is something wrong or different with some facet of the supply chain (e.g., production,
transporting, marketing, etc.) that could point to potential shortfalls in food availability or food access problems, leading to
food insecurity. For example, if traders expect that the harvest will be above average, they may sell more of their stock,
which will tend to increase supply on the market and accelerate the decline of a commodity’s price. If the expectation is
that there will be a below average harvest, then traders may hold higher levels of stocks in anticipation of higher prices
(since there will less supply relative to demand) later in the marketing season. These atypical events triggered by
expectations of future events may cause an abnormal change in price, and therefore point to greater food insecurity in a
given population. Identifying price anomalies helps point to access issues, supply shortfalls, or constrained markets.
Historical prices are necessary to identify unusual behavior. With a current price bulletin, an analyst can more easily identify
anomalies in price trends by comparing this year’s prices to an average from the last five years and a reference year. If the
price trends are not following the normal seasonal pattern (e.g., increasing unseasonably early, far higher than normal, etc.)
an analyst should try to uncover both the reason for, and potential impact of, these price trends.
Price bulletins can help analysts answer a number of questions related to food security analysis and reporting including:
1‐ How does this year compare to years in the past?
2‐ How does this year compare to the chosen reference year?
3‐ How do these price movements compare to seasonal patterns?
4‐ How are the prices moving in relation to household incomes and wages? How will changes in price affect the
purchasing power of a household?
5‐ How are the prices of commodities in the same market moving in relation to each other?
6‐ What is the relationship of prices of one commodity across markets? Will price differences between markets cause
the movement of goods?
7‐ To what extent is inflation accounted for in the price movements?
8‐ What about local markets compared to international price trends?
9‐ What do current prices suggest might happen over the next few months?
Given the current attention to prices, the analyst should also be clear about what the price bulletin does not do. The price
bulletin:
1‐ Does not provide complete answers to the food security situation in a given market. Anomalies do not necessarily
point to food security problems, meaning price trends should be analyzed in conjunction with other information
relevant to food security (e.g., production figures, consumption, marketing, climate forecasts, etc.).
2‐ Does not show how people are making decisions about what to purchase and consume. If prices are decreasing for
a given commodity, this does not mean a household will start consuming it more than other increasingly costly
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commodities. If prices are increasing for a given commodity, this does not mean a household will stop consuming
it. Preferences are different across places and people.
3‐ Does not show prices in real terms, meaning these prices are observed on the market, and not adjusted for
inflation. Because inflation could be the reason for abnormal price trends, nominal prices do not provide a
complete story of price movement and its impact on households.
4‐ Does not compare prices at different levels of the market (i.e., at different stages of the market chain). Only retail
(consumer) prices are displayed,3 not producer prices (farm gate prices), wholesale prices, etc.
5‐ Does not make quantitative predictions about price movements in the future, although one can use the usual
seasonal trends and the reference year as a source of information to make projections or assumptions about the
possible performance later in the season.

Understanding the Use of Prices in Analysis
Price is the cost or value of a good or service expressed in monetary terms. It is the financial cost paid when one buys a unit
of a specific product or service. The prevailing price at a given level or stage of the market (e.g., farm gate, wholesale, retail)
represents the negotiated equilibrium point reached between buyers and sellers at that stage of the market. Price signals
can carry information about the cost of production, transportation, storage, perceptions, desires, and distortions. For food
security and early warning, prices perform specific and important functions for analysts:4
1. They express the value of commodities as determined by both producers and consumers.
2. They relate information about the level of supply in a market (relative to demand).
3. They provide evidence about how people involved in trading these commodities perceive future supply and
demand.
4. They act as an incentive or disincentive to trade (especially relative prices).
5. They act as an incentive or disincentive for production.
Prices carry information about both the availability of and access to food, both of which are critical to food security and
early warning analysis. Because a price represents the intersection of supply and demand, it describes the availability of
that given commodity relative to demand. Because the price influences how much of a commodity a household can
purchase, it also provides an indication of food access. Given that poorer households spend a larger proportion of their
total income on food expenditures, prices are an important signal to potential food insecurity at the household level.
Buyers and sellers are always negotiating transactions based on what price is being offered and what they expect the price
to be in the future. So, while supply and demand determine prices, prices influence what amount buyers want to buy and
what amount sellers want to sell. In other words, as price changes, supply and demand respond, which then influences
prices again. The supply and demand relationship is both determined by and influences prices; one does not necessarily
come before the other.
3

For some countries where retail prices are not currently monitored or those without a substantial historic data set, wholesale prices are
used in the price bulletin.
4
Chopak, C. (1998). “Price Analysis for Early Warning Monitoring and Reporting.” FEWS. SADC Regional Early Warning System for Food
Security.
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Food security analysts are particularly interested in how: 1) shortfalls in production will translate into higher prices and
compromise food access and 2) whether or not the market (traders/sellers) will respond to price signals such as price rises
and, in this case, bring more commodities onto the market and mitigate upward pressure on prices resulting in better food
access outcomes for poor households.
Changes in price can help us determine whether a commodity is becoming scarcer or more abundant. When prices move up
or down, there are generally two different scenarios involving supply and demand that could be occurring if the market is
operating without additional constraints from the government (e.g., price controls). These two scenarios are listed in the
table below:
Price going up
Price goes down

‐
‐
‐
‐

Supply has decreased relative to demand
Demand has increased relative to supply
Supply has increased relative to demand
Demand has decreased relative to supply

Not only is it necessary to understand price trends, but also the preferences of consumers which will contribute to
household food consumption and ultimately food security. When there is scarcity of a commodity in a market where
consumers have a strong preference for that commodity (e.g., wheat) and are very resistant or unwilling to substitute
toward a cheaper cereal (rice), the rise in prices is expected to be significant as the quantity demanded will change very
little. When there is scarcity of a commodity in a market where consumers have diverse tastes and preferences and
typically consume and trade off between two or more basic staples, one would expect less upward price pressure because
consumers would change the quantity demanded corresponding to the rise in the relative price of that commodity (rice)
compared to a substitute (millet). Analysts often look at preferences in terms of price elasticities.5 While beyond the scope
of the price bulletin, analysts should have a background understanding of elasticities in order to make assumptions about
how price trends will affect quantity demanded, and eventually household food security.

Price Trend Applications in Food Security Analysis and Reporting
Including price graphs (in the form of a price bulletin) is a useful component of food security reports and often integral to
the reporting of market and food security analysts around the world who use FEWS NET products. The price bulletins give
basic information about how a current year’s prices compare to a historic five‐year average and a pre‐determined and
relevant reference year.
Instead of simply inserting a graph into a report as an image, it is important to utilize it in the analysis of food security and
provide an accompanying narrative where significant anomalies and other important observations have been identified.
Decision makers and readers will see the price graphs, but will need the narrative to go along with the graphs to understand
the context of current price trends and how they relate to food security. Price graphs are not a substitute for good analysis,
just a useful prop for explaining the current situation.
Furthermore, readers and decision makers will be curious as to why an analyst choose a certain set of markets and
commodities to show and analyze in reporting. Analysts should be sure to provide explanation by answering the following
questions: why this commodity, where is this market, are there substitutes to consider, is this what the poor eat, etc.?
Below is a list of questions that can be addressed using the price bulletins. Also, given how important the production and
flow maps were to making choices about which markets and commodities are most important to cover in the price
bulletins, consider using the maps as an additional tool. It may help arrive at more important questions to answer through
the analysis of prices.
5

Elasticity – is the measure of a percentage change of one thing relative to a percentage change in another. For example, the price
elasticity of demand is the percentage change in quantity demanded relative to the percentage change in the price.
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(1) How does this year compare to years in the past?
As described above, occurrences or events that deviate from conditions over the last few years will most likely result in
price movements that are different from those experienced in the past, called anomalous price behavior. It is for this
reason that including historic prices as a quick comparison on price graphs is very helpful. FEWS NET does this by taking an
average of the last five years of price data where the data is available. FEWS NET uses averages because there is a lot of
variation in agricultural production and prices from year to year and some of that variation can be accounted for or
smoothed out by taking an average. Having as much historic perspective as possible allows an analyst to more easily point
out trends different from those in the past or utilize past experiences to help interpret the current and future conditions.
Questions to ask include the following: Are prices near what they have been over the past five years? If not, why? If they
are different, how different are they? Is this difference significant? Is the difference greater than the general rate of
inflation? Since prices displayed on the graphs are in nominal terms, changes in the overall price level are not accounted for
on the graphs so the analyst must moderate what he or she feels is an anomaly with the rate of inflation in mind (more on
this below).
These types of comparatives help to make statements relative to historic price trends. Simply reporting that “prices are
rising” does not provide the context to help decision makers and other analysts make reasonable assumptions as to
whether this is a potential food security stress or shock. Instead, an analyst should try to use statements similar to these:
 “This year’s prices are similar to what they have been over the past five years.”
 “Prices this season are far above average for this season, up to 40 percent higher in some markets in the south.”
 “During the first half of the season, maize prices in the Nairobi market were well above normal for this time of
year, which can be attributed to drought in the surplus producing areas of the country.”
 “The prices of both cowpea and rice have not peaked in September with the normal seasonal trend, and will
continue to rise until the harvest expected in late October.”
Example: Kenya
The poor 2009 maize season expected in Kenya is causing upward pressure on current maize prices. Wholesale maize prices
in Nairobi, the capital city market, tend to be fairly stable over the year given the various sources of supply. But, due to the
expectations of traders and consumers, prices have continued to increase from the already high 2008 prices to levels far
above those seen over the past five years. In Nairobi, maize prices are over 180 percent higher than the five year average.
Given that wages and incomes are for urban consumers in Nairobi are not keeping up with the elevated prices, high and
increasing maize prices will have a negative impact on the purchasing power of Nairobi residents, particularly poor
consumers in the surrounding slums.

Source: FEWS NET
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(2) How does this year compare to the chosen reference year?
In addition to comparing current prices to average historic conditions, it is also useful to do a quick comparison against a
reference year, a period of time used to help explain or project into the future the performance and likely food security
outcomes of the current or future period. For example, previous drought years provide an illustration of the potential
progression and outcome of a current drought year. Most FEWS NET representatives choose their reference year to be a
“bad” year for consumers, normally a year when prices were particularly high. Comparing against a reference year helps
contextualize the possible food security outcomes of current trends. An analyst can reasonably assume that if conditions —
meaning prices and other important food security variables — are nearing what they were in a determined reference year,
the future food security situation may evolve in a similar way.
If prices are nearing what they were in the “bad” year, a food security analyst should consider further market analysis to
determine the causes and possible effects, particularly as they relate to food security. This is when visits to the field, rapid
assessments, and interviews with key informants (e.g., traders, millers, transporters, marketers, Ministry of Agriculture,
universities, donor agencies, NGOs, etc.) become particularly important to food security monitoring. Contacts with key
participants in the market (in person or over the phone) should provide great context to the situation. If possible to visit a
market and actually see what is taking place first hand, this method is preferred. When strange price trends are noticed, it is
extremely important that an analyst continue to monitor and report on the situation as it evolves.
An analyst should not automatically assume that price trends resembling those of a chosen reference year will
automatically translate into the same food security outcome of events that occurred during the reference year. A reference
year helps an analyst make comparisons and better target questions for key informants to make more informed predictions
about food security impacts of prices.
Again, making statements that relate back to the reference year help the reader or decision maker better understand the
situation as well: “the current situation is as bad as X year.” An analyst should also explain why a given reference year was
chosen so that readers and decision makers are not left wondering why the comparison is being made. Here are two
examples of how to write complete and descriptive statements in reporting:
 “Prices are high and rising to levels seen in 2003, a particularly bad year for consumers in this region.”
 “While prices are very high, even higher than what they were in 2003, this is not a cause for concern because
households in this area are currently substituting rice for wheat.”
Example: Mali
The 2004/05 agriculture and marketing season in the Sahel was characterized by high food insecurity. Prices were high due
to short supply and poor market response. For this reason, most FEWS NET representatives in West Africa choose to use
the 2004/05 prices as a reference year in their price bulletins.
Gao is located in a deficit area of Mali and receives most of its supplies of staple foods (including millet and rice) from the
major markets in Mopti, Segou, and Sikasso in the central and southern part of the country. Given that most households in
this area are reliant on markets for food purchases, prices here are particularly important to monitor for food security.
When international food prices started to rise in late 2007 and early 2008, the food security community was particularly
concerned about West Africa given its vulnerability and past events. Using the 2004/05 reference year was very useful for
food security analysts during this time to demonstrate to decision makers how current food price trends were behaving
compared to years of concern from the past.
The story in Mali as told through the price bulletins helped to calm an anxious international community. When compared to
the reference year, current prices of staple foods across Mali were below the prohibitively high prices of 2004/05. In fact,
prices were following the normal seasonal trends as displayed by the five year average. Decision makers were able to turn
their attention to other countries that were being affected in a much more substantial way as a result (e.g., countries with a
high percentage of imported food commodities).
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Source: FEWS NET
(3) How do these price movements compare to seasonal patterns?
Looking at changes in price from month to month is not necessarily a good indicator of food security. Prices are constantly
moving up and down to account for changes in local supply and demand, even from month to month. Up and down
movements in price are normal, which is why an analyst needs to look at trends and put them in the context of geographic
and seasonal variability.
Understanding the typical movement of prices throughout the year is very important to understanding the relative supply
and demand for specific staples. From these patterns, an analyst can deduce the times of year households have the hardest
time acquiring food (normally when prices are the highest). If an analyst simply compares one month to the next, a large
rise or drop in prices may be alarming. Unless there is good reason for doing so, an analyst should not focus on the
percentage change in prices from month to month (e.g., prices have increased 12 percent in markets across Zambia this
month), but rather check to see if this is a sustained rise over two or three months and whether such a jump in prices is
typical for that time of year. Providing seasonal context helps determine times of concern relative to normal patterns.
Commodity prices tend to follow a seasonal pattern, unique to every country and region in terms of over which months
prices are high and low, how steeply prices rise and fall and for what duration of time they remain high or low. But
generally, prices tend to be highest during the hunger season (when supply is low and market demand is at a peak) and
lowest during harvest (supply is high and many consumers withdraw from the market and consume their own production).
Unimodal production systems (one harvest per year) will tend to have more pronounced patterns because most supply is
produced at one time during the year, creating a large influx. Then, as stocks are depleted over time, supply decreases
relative to demand. Bimodal production systems (two harvests per year) will likely have two peaks and troughs, meaning
two points at which fresh stocks are available on the market and two points at which supply is low relative to demand.
Looking at seasonal patterns and comparing the current year to previous years can help identify anomalies. Did prices start
to rise before the hunger season started, meaning also before they have risen in past years? Are prices not coming down
during the season/months they normally do? What are the reasons for unseasonable movements of prices?
Example: Burkina Faso
The normal seasonal trends for Burkina Faso suggest that prices are at their lowest in December and January when supply is
newly replenished by the recent harvest. Prices normally start to rise as supplies are slowly eroded and eventually are
depleted over time, typically increasing until the next harvest season.
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Between December 2008 and January 2009, FEWS NET representatives noticed a larger than normal increase in prices
between the two months, an anomaly for this time of year. Cereal prices across the country displayed a similar trend,
meaning the phenomenon was not localized. Production performance for the season was “good,” meaning the
unseasonable rise in prices was surprising.
The sharp rise of current prices compared to the five‐year average conditions gave cause for concern. In addition to graphs
in the price bulletin, the food security analyst was able to investigate possible causes for the rise in prices by interviewing
key informants and made the following statement: “The current rise in prices could be attributable to the earlier than usual
presence of grain traders from certain neighboring countries on domestic markets and the inclination on the part of
farmers to hoard their inventories, looking to take advantage of the normal upswing in prices which generally begins
sometime in January.”
The analyst was able to get a sense of trade behavior and compare it to production figures and the stock situation.
Following the statement on the reason for the price increases, the analyst was also able to make predictions about what
this means for the coming months: “This upward trend in prices will most likely continue over the next several months in
the face of ongoing competition for the procurement of 10,000 MT of grain for the national intervention stocks (SNI) and
10,107 MT of grain for the national food security reserve (SNS), both components of the government’s institutional reserves
which are at record low levels.”
The price bulletin pointed to the unseasonal trend, but gathering further information was necessary to provide context.
Once the analyst understood the situation, s(he) was able to make predictions about what this would mean for supply and
food security in the coming months.

Source: Burkina Faso Food Security Update, December 2008/January 2009, FEWS NET
(4) How are the prices moving in relation to household incomes and wages? How will changes in price affect the
purchasing power of a household?
Not only is the price of a commodity important, but also that price in relation to the income of the consumer, or what is
called the purchasing power. Knowledge of livelihoods and consumption patterns provides useful information to determine
how significant a commodity is to households. Purchasing power is a measurement of the relative value of money in terms
of the quality and quantity of goods and services it can buy. It represents the ability of a household to acquire goods and
services based on its access to money or other forms of wealth. When the price of an item that constitutes a large share of
a household’s budget (e.g., the basic staple for very poor households) rises, the household may substitute it with a different
cereal or reduce consumption and fall short on nutritional requirements.
The price bulletin is the first step in identifying changes in purchasing power brought on by changes in basic consumer
prices. Since the bulletin reports on both the staple and substitute commodities, it provides a good indication of just how
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constrained household responses will be. Of course, some measure of wages and/or income is needed in order to do a full
analysis of changes in purchasing power.
Example: Cashew farmers have increased purchasing power in Tanzania
In November, cashew producers in Tanzania have an increased amount of cash due to sales of their product on the market.
With their increased incomes, most producers go to the market and purchase more maize than they consume in order to
stock up for the times of year when income is not as readily available. This increased demand often pushes up maize prices,
which benefits maize producers but negatively affects households in the area that do not produce cashews and do not
have the same cash flow.
So, an increase in maize prices during this time of year has two purchasing power components: (1) it is due to increased
purchasing power of cashew growers and (2) it contributes to a decrease in purchasing power by non‐cashew growers in
the area that still rely on market maize for food supplies.
Source: Tanzania Food Security Update, November 2006, FEWS NET
(5) How are the prices of commodities in the same market moving in relation to each other?
While important to think about the status of a particular price in one market and for one commodity, it is much more
important to think about prices as a set, which typically is more representative of actual consumption. Households normally
rely on more than one cereal for household consumption and often make choices between two or more when facing
difficult times. Livelihoods information will help analysts understand what households consume in particular areas. These
are the commodities that should be monitored in price bulletins.
A price bulletin will show a collection of commodities important to a particular country or sub‐region. Particular attention
should be given to commodities most important to vulnerable and food insecure populations. An analyst can easily look at
the trends of all represented commodities in a market by placing the graphs side by side and looking for similarities and
difference. In some markets, the price trends of different commodities might follow the same seasonal progression. In
other places, seasonal variability may change from commodity to commodity. Understanding the agricultural calendar and
consumption preferences at different times of the year will help an analyst determine the significance of price trends.
If the prices of substitute commodities are moving in opposite directions, this might signal that households could easily
choose the less expensive option for consumption. If prices of traditionally substitute commodities are both rising, this
might signal hardship for these households. Price bulletins do not give an indication of how households’ preferences will
influence what they consume, but can help identify relationships between commodity prices in a given market.
Quantitative comparison of prices between commodities in the same market can be done by looking at the ratio of prices
over time. This value will indicate how many units of one commodity can be exchanged for a unit of another commodity,
also called terms of trade or relative prices. In effect, this is a measure of the relative purchasing power between different
commodities. Looking at this ratio over time might indicate how households might shift consumption between
commodities.
Both a qualitative and quantitative look at commodities in the same market should help an analyst arrive at a set of
questions about consumption, and ultimately food security, in a particular market. If prices of one commodity (maize) are
increasing relative to those of another (cassava), will a household shift to the less expensive commodity (cassava)? What
happens if all prices of all commodities are increasing at once (meaning terms of trade could be staying the same)? To
answer these questions, an analyst must understand the preferences of a population and what foods are available to them
on the market at a particular time of year.
An analyst should also consider the substitution options for industrial demand. For example, commercial poultry producers
often change the composition of chicken feed depending on the relative prices of grain inputs to the feed. If commercial
poultry producers represent a significant segment of demand, then changes in their consumption (substituting one grain for
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another) can cause significant change in total demand and the pressure on commodity prices. In such a case, the prices
households face can be altered by the change in industrial demand and by extension total demand even if households’
consumption behaviors remain relatively rigid.
Example: Relative prices and substituting behavior in Nigeria
Households in West Africa tend to have more diverse diets than in some other countries. Given upward moving prices of
various staples in Nigeria, a FEWS NET food security analyst decided to investigate the food security effect of high prices on
the different groups of people in the country. Here is what a quick analysis yielded:
“The depreciation of the naira and high international food prices has made access to imported rice, a staple food in urban
areas, increasingly difficult. Urban poor and middle‐income households are currently substituting rice for other, more
expensive foods, such as cassava and yam. If the high prices spread to other basic foods in the urban diet, such as meat and
bread, the share of the household budget spent on food will increase at the expense of disposable income. Middle‐income
and poor urban households could begin use resources initially allocated for other needs, such as education, to food. Poor
rural households are coping with maize and sorghum prices not only by substituting cheaper foods into their diets, but also
by selling food stores faster than normal in order to meet basic needs. Though household and market stock levels are
seasonably high in most areas, reports from the FEWS NET field enumerators indicate dwindling market and household
stocks in some localized areas of the country such as Ibadan and Aba in the South and Lafia in the North.”

Source: Nigeria Food Security Update, February 2009, FEWS NET
(6) What is the relationship of prices of one commodity across markets? Will price differences between markets cause
the movement of goods?
In addition to looking at the prices of all commodities in one market, an analyst should also be conscious of differences in
price of the same commodity across space and markets. Price trends of one commodity (maize) might be very different in
different parts of the country. For example, prices in a surplus production area might be low while those in an urban deficit
area might be high and rising. This could be a normal occurrence, or might signal poor market integration, insufficient
supply, or potential food security problems. An analyst should gather information from these various locations and be
aware of the variation across markets and population groups, which will allow him/her to understand the causes of and
probable impact of difference in price.
Another reason to look at the price of one particular commodity across markets is to make assumptions about how supply
might move in response to market signals. If the difference in prices between locations is large enough to cover transport,
handling, marketing costs, etc., as well as provide some margin of profit, there might be an incentive for a trader to move
commodities from surplus areas (low prices) to areas of scarcity (high prices). Typically, this movement should reduce the
price difference. Making good predictions about the potential movement of commodities requires a good understanding of
marketing margins. Again, a price bulletin is only the starting point to analysis, but can point to the specific markets and
commodities that would be good candidates for margin analysis at a given moment in time.
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For example, if prices of sorghum appear higher than normal in a marginal agricultural area, but lower than normal in a
surplus production area, traders may take notice and start transporting commodities at an increased rate to the area with
higher prices, given s(he) can still make a profit after all costs are accounted for. A price bulletin would show the divergence
of final consumer prices; an analyst would then need to collect the relevant information to determine the margin between
the two markets.
Normally fuel and transport costs are included in the marketing margin or price spread, and often account for a
considerable percentage of the final price of a good. When fuel prices go up, it makes transporting goods more expensive.
Similarly, commodities and cereals fed by fertilizers would likely go up in price with the rise in fuel prices. At some
threshold, the increase in fuel prices may hinder transport and the movement of supply in substantial ways. Keeping track
of fuel and transport and marketing prices alongside commodity prices is a good way to predict potential movement of
goods from one market to another.
Example: Malawi maize prices in the north and south
In Malawi, the north and the south have very different characteristics.
The northern areas are generally characterized as the maize production
areas, while the southern areas are characterized as deficit areas with
highly vulnerable households.
The price bulletin is a very useful resource for understanding the
difference in price trends between the northern and southern markets
of Malawi. Two of the graphs from a recent price bulletin are displayed
below. Mzuzu is located in a maize production area in the north, while
Lunzu is a major market in the south.
A quick look at the two will show that, despite distance, historic prices
are fairly similar. Mzuzu tends to hit its peak maize price slightly later
than Lunzu, but otherwise the trend and level of price is fairly similar.
This is not the case in the current year. In both markets, prices are well
above what they have been over the past five years. In Mzuzu, maize
prices are hovering around 60 MWK/kg, while in Lunzu they are continuing to move upward and about to hit 80 MWK/kg.
Given the relative similarity in the past, the difference in behavior is reason for concern.
The analyst also knew that there was widespread crop failure in the southern region. Markets, therefore, would play a
critical role in determining the food security of the area. The analyst would then want to determine if there would be
incentive for traders to move supply from the northern region to the southern region in order to take advantage of the high
prices. Doing so would help alleviate the large difference in price between the two regions and also relieve pressure on
consumers in the south.
After looking at the marketing margin between these two markets, the analyst determined it would not be profitable for
traders to move maize. In addition to his/her quantitative analysis, the analyst also spoke with traders at both markets to
better understand why maize was not moving. At this time, high transport costs and taxes slowed trade between markets.
This was evident both through analysis and interviews.
Given the low supply on the markets in the south and the disincentive to move supply in this direction, southern Malawi
became an area of concern for food security analysts. Close monitoring of prices and conditions in the southern markets
continued and further field assessments were designed to understand the situation better and update decision makers as
necessary.
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Source: FEWS NET
(7) To what extent is inflation accounted for in the price movements?
Nominal prices are those that have not been adjusted for inflation. The nominal price is equal to the money that is paid for
a unit of a good or service in the market, at the shop, etc. Real prices, in the other hand, are those that have been adjusted
for inflation. Real prices hold the value of currency constant, and allow you to compare the exchange value of a good or
service in different time periods. Analyzing real prices requires some computation whereas nominal prices are simply those
observed at a market.
Nominal prices are often the best for displaying on a graph in market reports and bulletins because real prices have no
meaning for farmers and consumers given they are not what is observed in the markets. All FEWS NET price bulletins use
nominal prices in graphs. An analyst should report and analyze nominal prices, but be conscious of inflation. If inflation is a
major problem, then including an additional graphic or piece of analysis that describes real price behavior could enhance
analysis and reporting. Real price analysis should not replace nominal price analysis, but can be done in addition if
applicable for a particular country.
Having a good idea of what the current inflation rate is can help provide context to nominal price movements, even without
computing real prices. An analyst does not need to mention inflation in every report, but should be aware of the
significance of local inflation rate and the impact on food security. The contribution of inflation to high prices and/or food
security varies from country to country and often times within a country and between population groups.
If inflation is the cause of elevated or increasing nominal prices, this is an important thing to note when reporting and
analyzing. Just like any other type of event or shock, inflation may be the cause of an anomaly that could contribute to food
insecurity or increased vulnerability. Like any other variable, it should be analyzed and reported as such.
Example: High prices in Zambia despite decreasing rates of inflation
Zambia had been experiencing very high annual rates of inflation (up to 25 percent) for a significant period of time. This was
pushing up prices of food and all other goods, putting a strain on wages and income of most households. But, for a three
consecutive month period, inflation rates started to fall, due to the significant appreciation of the Zambian Kwacha (24
percent from July to December 2005), which pushed non‐food prices down significantly. Nonetheless nominal maize prices
were continuing to climb.
Even without adjusting prices for inflation, the analyst was able to imagine what real prices would be. It was obvious to the
analyst that nominal prices were continuing to increase at an alarming rate. The analyst decided to investigate further and
learned that the government had recently purchased additional stocks from South Africa at an elevated price. Anticipating
the higher purchase price, traders started to limit what they released onto the market, pushing up retail prices to increase
their margins early. Despite sufficient stock and falling inflation rates, maize prices were expected to remain high.
In this example, the analyst used both his/her understanding of the current inflation rate coupled with what was being
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observed in the price bulletin. Knowing that inflation could no longer be the cause of increasing prices, the analyst was
forced to go look for an alternate explanation, which helped to uncover the change in trading behavior.

(8) What about local markets compared to international price trends?
With the sudden rise of international commodity prices in early 2008, food security analysts were forced to separate the
hype from what mattered to local food security analysis. Many people and organizations assumed that everywhere prices
were rising to historic and unprecedented levels causing widespread food insecurity all around the world. While this was
true for some countries, it was not the case everywhere. The creation and use of price graphs similar to those presented in
the price bulletins allowed food security analysts in West Africa, for example, to clarify and communicate the local story
effectively.
A food security analyst should have a good handle on which areas of his/her country rely on imported international
commodities and which areas are supplied only by local stocks and production. This should be considered when deciding
which markets and commodities to consistently monitor and include in the price bulletin. Watching international price
trends is generally indicative of global stocks, which is somewhat inconsequential for food security outcomes in most
countries. Instead, understanding the relationship between international prices and local prices is more important. What do
rising imported cereal prices mean for a particular market? How quickly do prices transmit from international markets to
local markets for imported commodities? If imported cereal prices are too high, will a particular population shift to a
substitute commodity (e.g., imported rice to local rice)?
Price bulletins will not show price transmission between international and local markets, but do show trends that can be
compared between the two. For example, if international rice prices are rising on the commodity markets but local rice
prices in the price bulletin are following general seasonal patterns, an analyst could assume that the high international
prices are not cause for concern in this particular market at this point in time. If history has shown that an increase in
international prices means a subsequent increase in local prices with a few months lag, an analyst will want to pay close
attention to local prices to watch for changes in price behavior.
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Example: Will high international prices cause widespread food insecurity in West Africa?
“Abnormal price increases for all cereals on one of West Africa’s main wholesale markets in Nigeria in late 2007, and high
cereals prices on international markets have raised concern that households in the region could face elevated levels of food
insecurity between now and the next harvest in October 2008 as food availability and access decline. However, price trends
in other, smaller markets in the region, including in other parts of Nigeria, remain below‐average, with localized price
increases in deficit production areas. Maize prices are high across the region, as was expected due to poor production
conditions for this cereal this season.…
For countries such as Mauritania and Senegal, which are heavily dependent on international imports to meet their
consumption requirements, high and increasing international prices for cereals such as rice and wheat will likely decrease
food access as the lean season approaches. Mali and Burkina Faso often act as additional sources of cereal supplies for
these import‐dependent countries, offsetting some of the burden of high international prices. But, high prices in large
market centers that are typically dependent on international commodities may act as a draw on these regional cereal
supplies, limiting availability and pushing up prices in smaller interior market centers.”
Source: West Africa Food Security Alert, February 2008, FEWS NET
(9) What do current prices suggest might happen over the next few months?
A food security analyst needs to use his or her knowledge of the current situation, historic patterns, and reference periods
to make projections about the future. Price bulletins are not necessarily an instrument for forecasting prices, but rather a
source of information about average price tendencies and behaviors. They can also be used to provoke questions that can
guide the analysis and help gauge the direction prices might be heading – what is the typical behavior and how do current
conditions compare? If prices are not following the typical pattern, why not? Does this divergence give reason to be
concerned? If an analyst has observed in the past that prices generally increase when a certain event occurs (e.g., when an
import ban is enacted, around the hunger season, or when expected rainfall is late), then he or she can use this knowledge
to make a few assumptions and project price movements based on policy events or conditions he or she expects to see in
the near future. The production and market flow maps can be a helpful complement to this analysis in that they can be
used to identify which areas will be most affected by tracing typical commodity movements.

USING MAPS AND GRAPHS TOGETHER IN ANALYSIS
Given the related nature of these tools, using the two together can provide more insights. Since it is important in food
security analysis and reports to disaggregate information and focus in on priority populations, using the maps and graphs
together helps analysts better point to anomalies and potentially unfavorable food security outcomes as well as identify
how impacts are distributed (perhaps unequally) across areas and populations. The two together can provide conclusions or
allow an analyst to determine what other information is necessary to make a meaningful statement and complete the early
warning analysis necessary for food security work.
Remember, these tools should be part of a larger collection of tools that food security analysts utilize on a regular basis.
Analysis can be enhanced even further when using alongside other information including livelihoods maps (or other
products), satellite imagery (rainfall forecasts, WRSI, production estimates, etc.), information from field assessments,
vulnerability assessments, anecdotal information, data from partners on livestock body conditions or nutrition, etc.
Below is a short example of how information from the production and market flow map can be paired with current prices in
a price bulletin to make statements about the availability of maize on the markets in Mozambique. This is just one way the
two can be used together, but should help analysts arrive at ideas for use in their own countries or regions of coverage.
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Example: Maize in Mozambique —
using the maps and graphs together
Maize is the most important food for
most households in Mozambique,
similar to most countries in southern
Africa. From the production and
market flow map, we know that most
maize is produced in surplus in the
north, aside from a small pocket of
surplus in the south near Chokwe
which supplies a major deficit area to
its northwest. Other deficit areas are
located throughout the country and
tend to also run along parts of the
coast where larger urban markets are
located.
In certain parts of the country, there
are flows outward towards Malawi,
Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In
other locations, flows move inward
from South Africa to Maputo in the
south. Otherwise, maize stocks move
in a variety of directions between
different areas of the country —
around the different surplus areas in
the north, then in the direction of
deficit areas along the coast and in the
south.

With a good understanding of how
maize flows throughout, into and out
of Mozambique, a food security
analyst can look at price trends
through the price graphs created each month to make predications and assumptions about what is going on in the markets.
The below graphs represent price trends in Mozambique for maize during most of 2008 and into early 2009. The six
markets in the graphs represent different geographic areas and market centers. For example, Tete and Nampula are both
located in the north — Tete is at the edge of a surplus and deficit area, serving as a link between producers and market‐
dependent consumers while Nampula is located directly in a high yield maize production zone that sources many
surrounding areas, including the deficit coastal areas to the east. Gorongosa and Beira are closer geographically and
represent conditions in the central region, but Beira is located along the coast in a deficit area and serves as a connecting
market to those in the south while Gorongosa is located in a surplus maize area directly to Beira’s northwest. Chokwe and
Maputo are located in the southern‐most areas of Mozambique. Chokwe is a large market that sources the major deficit
areas to its north west and Maputo receives all of its stock from surplus areas in the north or South Africa.
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Average monthly prices of maize in Chokwe started decreasing in February as newly harvested crops became available in
local markets. The flow of maize into the Chokwe market is coming from various locations, including local and neighboring
districts. On the other hand, the average monthly maize prices in central Mozambique were still rising in February, implying
that the availability of the newly harvested maize was still limited. In both markets, according to the average historic prices,
maize prices normally start decreasing only in March. However in both markets, current prices are still well above the
five‐year average and the previous year’s prices. In Chokwe, maize prices in February were 68 percent above the five‐year
average and 28 percent above last year’s prices, while in the central region, February maize prices were 166 percent above
the average and 100 percent above the same period of last year. Maputo has the lowest prices, given the many sources
from which it receives maize.
This information implies that food availability is still limited in the central Mozambique markets causing momentary stress
on households in the area, but supplies from the harvest are expected to relieve conditions as early as next month,
meaning prices should have reached their peak in these areas. If prices remain high and rising next month, this may be
cause for concern over food security conditions in central Mozambique, but not yet.
Source: Some parts illustrative, some parts from Mozambique Food Security Update, March 2009, FEWS NET
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CONCLUSION
Both market and food security analysis starts with a basic understanding of the geography of a country, region or sub‐
region and typical seasonal patterns. Production and market flow maps and price bulletins provide a basic starting point to
understanding and analyzing these geographic and temporal patterns.
Both tools also provide analysts with a structured way to properly disaggregate in their analysis and reporting.
Understanding market networks and their current conditions should help guide analysts to the geographic points of
concern and expound upon potential impacts of food security shocks and hazards. Having a basket of tools available is
tremendously helpful for thoughtful, complete and more efficient analysis. Both the production and market flow maps and
the price bulletins were designed to provide food security analysts with reference materials and dynamic accompaniments
to help guide better more integrated market analysis and reporting. These products are to be coupled with other tools and
information such as market profiles, livelihood products and remote satellite imagery.
The goal of the guidance is to illustrate how food security and early warning analysis can be enhanced by incorporating
these two basic market tools into food security analysis and the design of field activities. The production and market flow
maps and price bulletins assist the analysis to:
 Identify important geographic linkages within the market system (within a country and across‐borders);
 Geographically disaggregate food security information based on knowledge of market networks;
 Strengthen regular (e.g., monthly) analysis of current and potential future food security conditions related to
markets;
 Specify the content and geographic coverage of field assessments related to markets and/or food security;
 Help establish how to structure the content of interviews with market participants in the field;
 Provide important into to the development and modification of monitoring systems and activities; and
 Provide specific, clear and actionable information to decision makers.
The guidance provides many examples of applications of each product individually and in combination. It also illustrates
how to design and create each product.
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ANNEX 1: HOW TO CREATE PRODUCTION AND MARKET FLOW MAPS
Production and market flow maps (or market network maps, more generally) can be constructed in a variety of ways. The
FEWS NET mapping exercise utilized the collective experience of a broad range of partners, including staff from local
ministries, network partners, and other food security working group members to develop the maps. Participants gathered
at a workshop to discuss the market networks of a select number of commodities they deemed important to food security
analysis in their countries and regions of focus. Any type of large map — a road map, political map, topographic map, etc.
— can be used. Using erasable markers made it much easier to make revisions and corrections throughout their discussion
and move more easily from one commodity to the next.
Participants from a given country worked together and, taking one commodity at time, they came to consensus on (1) the
location of major surplus and deficit areas of production and (2) how commodities move through, into, and out of a given
country or region. As they went along, the groups physically drew their conclusions onto a large map that would later serve
as a draft for creating a computer image. Once consensus was reached and the hand‐drawn map complete, one member of
the group would photograph the drawing and share it with USGS partners who would then work with the field
representatives to clarify details and create maps using GIS software.
Overall, groups were looking to create a “normal” season: the production and flow patterns in a typical year. If there was
significant seasonal variation to production and flows of a given commodity, field representatives were asked to make
“seasonal” maps as well. Some representatives also explored what a “bad” year would look like as well.
To develop these maps, FEWS NET utilized the experienced based knowledge of a group of local experts like those noted
above; the maps are not dependent on data or literature. Experience with data and literature often influenced the experts
creating the maps, but it was not used in a systematic way during the exercise. One important reason why these maps do
not rely exclusively on data is that a country or region tends not to be “normal” everywhere at the same time; production
can be poor in one district while normal or above normal in another during the same season. This makes selection of the
appropriate “normal” year for the entire country or region difficult. In this case, the collective wisdom of well‐informed
experts can provide a better depiction of “normal”.
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FEWS NET representatives were instructed to consider four key components when describing and drawing the market
network:








Market centers are physical locations where buyers and sellers meet and exchange including assembly, wholesale,
retail, or a combination of two or more. On the FEWS NET maps, different symbols are used to distinguish between
types of markets. Understanding the spatial difference between wholesale and retail markets, for example, can
help determine flows of commodities and the type of actor (household, trader, etc) interacting at each point.
Surplus areas refer to those areas that produce in excess of that demanded locally and therefore can provision
other areas. These areas are often used to as “market catchments,” areas from which commodities or labor is
sourced and brought into a particular market or the market system as a whole. These areas usually include key
production zones that have significant marketable surpluses. For the FEWS NET activity, only areas of significant
surplus are depicted on the maps. Green is used to show these areas.
Deficit areas are those areas that either do not produce or produce an insufficient amount of a given commodity
to meet local demand (derived or final demand). On the FEWS NET maps, major and minor deficit areas are
differentiated by color to further distinguish between these areas. Deficit areas are not necessarily the same thing
as vulnerable areas, so be sure to make the distinction. Instead, think of deficit areas as important sources of
demand for farmers and poor producers. Again, the distinction on the FEWS NET maps is based on experience and
a collective understanding, not necessarily hard data. Those areas deemed minor deficit are colored yellow; those
major deficit areas are orange.
Commodity flows represent the movement of commodities through space, generally from surplus to deficit areas.
On the FEWS NET maps, both the direction and magnitude of the flows are described. Flows are best explained by
arrows, drawn to show the direction of movement. They can follow roads, waterways, transhumance routes, or
general directions; this depends on the country‐specific case and should be considered as part of the mapping
exercise. FEWS NET has described flows as either “major” or “minor,” distinguished by the size of the arrow and,
again, based on collective understanding, not data. Some countries also decided to display “occasional flows,”
described in more detail below.

As mentioned previously, the goal of the map‐making sessions was to understand “normal” conditions. Because market
networks often change with the season or other conditions, a detailed understanding may require multiple maps: ones that
describe production and flows according to season (e.g., bimodal areas) and abnormal conditions (e.g., bad agricultural
years). Since analysts are principally interested in food insecurity and early warning, the focus should be on typical poor
agricultural seasons and the accompanying flows.





Seasons: Some countries have two distinct agricultural seasons, with different flows and sources of surplus, and
should complete two separate market commodity maps as a result. For example, many of the East African
countries have bimodal production seasons, making it necessary to make maps that represent those accordingly.
Normal versus bad: In some countries, market flows are significantly affected by how good the harvest is. In a
good year, the commodity flows from an area of surplus production to deficit areas. If the harvest is poor, a larger
portion of the production may be retained within the area and flows will be reduced or completely halted, flows
may come from other areas instead and often there are changes in cross‐border trade. For this reason, creating
two maps – “normal” and “bad” – would be appropriate.
Occasional flows: In some countries, the experts decided that there were flows that could not necessarily be
categorized as “normal” or “bad,” and instead should be called “occasional.” For example, commodities sometimes
flow from certain areas of Mexico into Guatemala based more on prices or international markets. Sometimes the
flows are not minor due to a very good year for a particular country and it can sell to the other country a very good
price. Because they are not tied to either a “normal” or “bad” year, the map‐makers drew and labeled these flows
as “occasional.” This would not require the creation of a separate map, just the distinction on a given map with a
label in the legend.
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ANNEX 2: HOW TO CREATE PRICE BULLETINS
FEWS NET representatives underwent a rigorous process of identifying the markets and commodities they deemed most
important to food security in their country or region of coverage. The idea was to think about market networks to
determine the markets where prices would be indicative of market supply, demand, and food security and also the
commodities most important for consumption (especially for poor households). For this reason, the production and market
flow maps were useful tools in identifying the markets of interest.
Each country representative was asked to put together a list of approximately six markets and three commodities (for a
total of about eighteen graphs) that were important for food security and market analysis in his/her country. In countries
where only one or two commodities were important, they were told to expand the number of markets covered to keep
relatively the same number of total graphs.
Once the set of markets and commodities were chosen and verified, the representatives were asked to think about the
marketing season or calendar that made the most sense to follow (e.g., January to December, or June harvest to May of
the following year). Following the marketing season helps individuals familiar with the calendar of a particular country
identify with the price trends on a graph. The start of the season corresponds with the start of the x‐axis. For those
countries with two harvests, most representatives chose to use the calendar year (January‐December). For this reason,
graphs across countries are not directly comparable; be sure to glance at the x‐axis when looking at the graphs.
Once all of these determinations were made, analysts started to collect nominal retail prices from their sources and to plot
on the standard FEWS NET graph using a template created for them. There are three different pieces of information
represented on each graph:
 Historic conditions: A five‐year average helps determine what historic prices looked like. Averaging prices helps to
smooth the variation, but also takes variation into consideration in the average values. Some countries do not have
access to data that goes back five years, in which case their averages have been adjusted accordingly. Look at the
legend of each graph to determine how many years are included in the given average. On the FEWS NET graphs,
the five‐year average is displayed as light blue bars.
 Reference year: Each representative was able to choose what year s(he) wanted as a reference year, assuming
that a bad year for consumers (e.g., very high prices relative to wages) would probably be most useful. This should
not be confused, necessarily, with a bad production year, as the effects of poor production often lag. On the FEWS
NET graphs, the “reference year” is displayed as a red dotted line.
 Current year: As the season progresses and as analysts have access to final and official monthly prices, they display
the changing prices for the current year. Because the price bulletins are a monthly FEWS NET publication, price
data is always up to date with the latest final and official monthly prices. On the FEWS NET graphs, the current year
is displayed as a dark blue solid line.
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ANNEX 3: GLOSSARY
Anomaly – is a deviation from the norm or average.
Commodity flow – is the movement of commodities through space, generally from surplus to deficit areas.
Complementary good (complement) – a commodity which is consumed in combination with another commodity. When
demand for one commodity rises, demand for the other will rise as well.
Deficit areas – areas that either do not produce or produce an insufficient amount of a given commodity to meet local
demand (derived or final demand).
Elasticity – is the measure of a percentage change of one thing relative to a percentage change in another. For example, the
price elasticity of demand is the percentage change in quantity demanded relative to the percentage change in the price.
Exchange rate – is the rate at which one currency can be exchanged for another.
Inflation – is an overall rise in the prices of good and services in an economy. There is an inverse relationship between the
prices of goods and services and the value of money in an economy: other things being equal, as prices rise over time, a
given amount of money will be able to purchase a fewer and fewer goods and services.
Market catchments (catchment areas) – generally refers to the areas from which commodities or labor is sourced and
brought into a particular market or the market system as a whole. These areas usually include key production zones that
have significant marketable surpluses.
Market centers – are physical locations where buyers and sellers meet and exchange.
Market integration – is the ease at which prices are transmitted from one market to another and is usually measured by the
degree of correlation between prices in different markets. Generally, a high correlation implies more integration.
Integration implies a relationship, but not necessarily causality.
Market networks – describes commodity flows and points of exchange from production to the final consumer. The
emphasis of market networks is on spatial and exchange relationships.
Market system – includes the whole commodity distribution system from production to consumption. A market system
describes key linkages between the different stages in a commodity’s distribution such as producer‐wholesaler, wholesaler‐
food processor or storeowner‐consumer. It also describes the spatial and functional relationships between markets and
market actors. A market system is spread over a geographic area, which can be small such as just a few villages that
exchange among themselves, or very large and spread across a country, group of countries or over the entire world.
Marketing season – is related to agricultural production and refers to the period of time during which agricultural output is
sold, typically extending from one harvest period to the next. It is the same as the consumption season.
Price – is the cost or value of a good or service expressed in monetary terms. It is the financial cost paid when one buys a
unit of a specific product or service. Prices, in the purest sense, indicate value that has been added to a particular
commodity. This value added can be changes in the form (e.g., production or milling), place (e.g., transportation), or time
(e.g., storage) of a commodity. Price signals can carry information about cost of production, transportation, storage,
perceptions and desires as well as, in some instances, distortions.
Price transmission rate – is the degree of ease with which price information is relayed and communicated among different
markets and market participants over geographic space and time.
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Purchasing power – is a measurement of the relative value of money in terms of the quality and quantity of goods and
services it can buy. It represents the ability of a household to acquire goods and services based on its access to money or
other forms of wealth.
Real prices – are prices that have been adjusted for inflation. Real prices hold the value of currency constant, and allow you
to compare the exchange value of a good or service in different time periods.
Reference period/year – is a period of time used to help explain or project into the future the performance and likely food
security outcomes of the current period. For example, previous drought years provide an illustration of the potential
progression and outcome of a current drought year.
Relative prices – is the exchange value of one good or service for another (i.e., the price of one good in terms of another)
and is usually measured in terms of the price ratio of the two goods.
Substitute good – is a commodity that can replace another in consumption or production such as millet for sorghum. When
the price of one commodity rises, consumers will decrease their consumption of that commodity and increase consumption
of the substitute commodity.
Surplus areas – are areas that produce in excess of that demanded locally and therefore can provision other areas.
Terms of trade – is the rate at which one good or service can be exchanged for another and is typically expressed as a ratio.
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